Metabolic acidosis is the most frequent acid-base disorder in critically ill patients and dialysis patients.
Materials and Methods
We studied the ICU and HD patients with me- Fig. 1 ).
AGobs was significantly correlated with AGalbcorr and AGcorr in both groups, but the correlation coefficients for the ICU group were decreased when the serum lactate levels were used together (AGcorr) (Fig. 2) .
The strong ion difference apparent (SIDa) was significantly higher in the HD group than the ICU group (37.5±5.3 vs 33.9±9.0, p=0.045, Fig. 3 ). On the other hand, the strong ion difference effective (SIDe)
was comparable between the ICU and HD group (24.7±3.5 vs 25.2±2.9). Therefore, the strong ion gap (SIG) was significantly higher in the HD group than the ICU group (12.3±5.3 vs 8.6±8.8, p=0.043, Fig. 4 ).
SIG in ICU group showed the highest correlation coefficient with AGobs, whereas SIG in HD group with AGcorr ( Table 2 ).
The contributions of the three main causes of metabolic acidosis (hyperchloremia, hyperlactatemia, and increased levels of other unmeasured strong anions)
were presented in Table 3 . Increased SIG was comparable between the ICU group (n=48, 90.6%) and the . Therefore, Stewart's approach not only explains fluid induced acid-base phenomena, but also provides a framework for the design of fluids for specific acid-base effects [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Classically, metabolic acidosis is defined as a de- In our study, the mean SIG values were 8.6 mEq/L among ICU patients and 12.3 mEq/L among HD patients. Measurement technology also might be responsible for these differences, as the mean SIG value for critically ill patients reported in the literature can vary from 0 to 13 mEq/L 5, 7, 14, 15) and its calculation requires the measurement of nine variables.
In conclusion, the physicochemical approach can 
